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Executive Summary 

In recent years, new attention has been given to system disturbances that have cascaded 
due to voltage instabilities and to unwanted relay operations. Unwanted relay operations 
due to voltage instabilities and transients have not been well understood. In this project, 
voltage instability phenomena were studied to develop a comprehensive approach for 
mitigating the effects of voltage transients and instabilities on designed operation of a 
protection system. The comprehensive framework covers monitoring, predicting, and 
assessing system performance for secure power system operation. The developed 
framework and methodology provide advanced tools use optimal control strategies that 
can be used to avoid voltage collapse with respect to system-wide voltage instability and 
undesired protection system operations. The project’s specific objectives were: 

• to develop realistic models that accurately model voltage dynamics and their effects 
on protective schemes 

• to develop fast and flexible schemes for assessment of voltage stability and relay 
status 

• to develop optimal strategies to prevent voltage instability and maintain adequate 
relay margins.  

The project objectives were accomplished in two integrated steps. 
 
1. Optimal Strategies to Maintain Adequate Voltage Stability and Relay Margins 
(Volume I) 
In this step of the project, we identified schemes for fast and flexible assessment of 
voltage stability and relay status. Then we developed optimal strategies for maintaining 
adequate voltage stability and relay margins.  

Voltage stability margin (VSM) assessment for online monitoring is a challenging 
problem computationally. We developed a predictor and corrector based framework to 
estimate VSM at local buses. The framework applies a Thevein Equivalent method as a 
predictor to approximate the maximum power that can be transferred. Since Thevein 
Equivalent is a linear approximation, it cannot consider system operational constraints 
which cause the VSM estimate by the predictor to be too optimistic. This optimistic 
estimate especially occurs when the load level is far away from the maximum loading 
point. We applied a corrector to adjust the predicted VSM to a more realistic value.  

The new predictor and corrector based approach can address “what if” questions in an 
online environment. For example, from the present operating condition, the approach can 
predict the future margin under various contingencies and scenarios. To assess the effects 
on the protection system, the relay margin is applied to determine the intended relay 
status and identify critical relays after contingencies. According to the operating criteria 
for post-contingency security, the voltage stability margin and relay margin should be 
maintained at adequate levels. An optimal reactive power control scheme is developed to 
prevent voltage instability and relay margin violations. Operators can use this information 
for possible control actions against voltage instability. We tested our approach on a New 
England 39-bus system. We simulated various contingencies and scenarios. The predictor 
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and corrector based VSM estimation was very fast and accurate. Based on the relay 
margin of each relay, critical relays were identified in the test system under several 
different operating conditions. By performing the optimal reactive power control after 
contingencies, the system voltage profile, the voltage stability margin at load buses, and 
the relay margins were improved to insure that system operating criteria were met after 
any of the contingencies.  

Our research provides a proof of concept of the proposed framework. In future work we 
can test the developed tools on a large utility system. With the above framework, we used 
existing control sources to maintain relevant margins. In future work, we can identify 
where and how much supply of additional control sources would be needed when the 
existing control sources are not adequate to meet system operating criteria.   
 
2. Incorporating Relays in a Power System Model with Dynamic Loads for Voltage 
Transient and Stability Analyses (Volume II) 
Relay operation due to transient voltage phenomena is unneeded if the voltage transient is 
stable and the system will eventually return to normal voltages. If relay operation did 
happen in these cases it will deteriorate system conditions and may result in a cascading 
series of relay operations and eventual system collapse. Therefore relay operation must 
be inhibited if the voltage transient represents a stable event.  

In the second step of this project, we studied the impact of voltage transients and voltage 
instabilities with an integrated power system simulation model that explicitly represents 
the load dynamics (mainly motor loads) and the dynamics of reactive power sources. 
Examples of reactive power sources include generators, over and under exciter limiters, 
and static VAR sources. The power system model was augmented with relay models. 
Two specific relays were modeled: (a) overcurrent relays and (b) distance relays.  

Two test systems were developed to demonstrate use the augmented simulation model for 
analysis of voltage instabilities and protective systems. The results illustrated that voltage 
instabilities during recovery from disturbances can cause excessive current flows that 
may affect the operation of overcurrent relays and of the impedance seen by distance 
relays. Distance relays are especially vulnerable to mis-operation because these 
phenomena exhibit simultaneously low voltages and high currents creating the possibility 
of load encroachment. The level of these phenomena is dependent upon the specific 
circuit parameters, and the type and amount of dynamic loads. As a result, it is difficult to 
develop general guidelines for predicting the level and impact of these phenomena.  

Based on these results, we conclude that the proper way to apply the proposed 
methodology is to study specific systems that are heavily loaded with motor type loads. 
The prototype power system simulation model has the capability to model a limited 
number of relays since the objective of the project was to simply demonstrate the 
feasibility of the approach. To achieve the capability of modeling and comprehensively 
studying the response of a system, we recommend that the developed methodology be 
augmented with a full set of relays and further developed into a commercial grade 
computer program.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The primary motivation for this project arises from the critical need to provide fast 

calculation of voltage stability margin (VSM) and quick identification of critical relays 
using real-time measurements. To achieve this objective one needs analytical tools to 
enhance power system voltage stability incorporating protection systems.   

Wide area blackouts in power systems are considered as system-wide events caused 
by combination of diverse events such as severe system faults, excessive load demand, 
and human/machine errors. In the 1996 WSCC blackout voltage collapse played a major 
role. In the 2003 Northeast blackout even though it is not directly related to voltage 
collapse, reactive power played an important role in the blackout. According to 2003 US-
Canada outage task force, reactive power supplies in the Northeast were exhausted but 
the need for reactive power continued to rise as peak load increased. The conclusion is 
that proper reactive power management would have helped to prevent the initial system 
events and therefore would have delayed or possibly might even have prevented the 
resulting blackout. In the experience of most system blackouts, the initiating event was a 
protection device operation that played a very important role in triggering cascading 
events and finally wide-area voltage collapse. This direct impact of protection system on 
the phenomenon suggests that integration of protection systems into a unified framework 
for control determination against voltage collapse. 

This project proposes a comprehensive framework to monitor, predict, and assess 
the system performance for secure power system operation, considering reactive power 
aspects and protection schemes applied in power systems. The proposal provides 
advanced tools that can be used to avoid voltage collapse with respect to system-wide 
voltage instability as well as undesirable protective operation. In addition, the proposal 
provides a framework for fast, flexible and reliable calculation of voltage stability 
margin, which are composed of predictor, predicting the VSM directly by using Thevenin 
Equivalent method and corrector, correcting the VSM to be close to the true maximum 
loadability point. Particularly, the project first applied the concept of relay margin to 
evaluate relay status and identify critical relays with different system contingencies. Then 
the project develops a novel predictor and corrector based framework to calculate voltage 
stability margin quickly, flexibly and accurately. Finally we propose an optimal reactive 
power control scheme which incorporates the constraints of voltage stability margin and 
relay margin to maintain voltage stability. Since the system protection scheme is 
integrated in the system model, the method proposed here can also identify adequacy or 
deficiency of control resources in the system. 
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1.2 Motivation 
The security of a bulk power system is threatened when it is loaded near to its 

maximum capacity. Voltage instability and undesirable protective relay operation1 are 
two major interrelated phenomena that occur when the system is under stress. As reported 
in many voltage collapse incidents [1-3], when the system experiences excessive voltage 
drop after one or more severe faults, high loading conditions on system components tend 
to operate protective relays and to further trip the corresponding components, leading to 
spreading of cascading events of tripping. The lack of reactive power during heavy 
loading conditions may trigger field limiters and overload protection to trip the 
generators. Undoubtedly, this directly contributes to wide-area blackouts.  

Even though it is not hard to find interrelation between voltage collapse and system 
component protection, however, there are very few references to come up with 
countermeasure both considering system wide voltage collapse as well as undesirable 
protective operation. Generally, control determination for voltage stability enhancement 
first detects the margin boundary with the given direction of load increase and then 
calculates control strategies by applying the optimal reactive power control framework. 
However, the control strategies may fail when another severe tripping due to protective 
operation occurs. Thus, consideration of protection actions is required when deciding 
control strategies against voltage collapse. 

One of the main objectives in this project is to determine control strategies for 
preventing further tripping events resulting from unwanted protective actions that make 
systems more vulnerable in terms of voltage stability. Fig. 1 illustrates the sequence of 
the events that are mainly concerned in this project. In the normal state, the system is 
operated at the point ‘a’. After N-1 (or N-k) contingency , if the system is  transiently 
stable, short-term dynamics  settles down to the point ‘b’, and because of load recovery 
dynamics, the equilibrium of the short-term dynamics moves along  the P-V curve of N-1 
case. If the long-term load characteristic is constant power as shown in Fig. 1, 
equilibrium point of total system dynamics will reach the point ‘c’ and settles down. 
However, during the transition from the point ‘b’ to ‘c’, if one of the protective relays of 
main transmission facilities violates its normal operational limits or seriously exceeds its 
own rating, another event of tripping happens. If the trip of the transmission facility is in 
a set of severe contingencies, the systems may be in great danger, and it may lead to 
cascading events resulting in voltage collapse. 

 

 

                                                 
1 Undesired relay operation is here defined by action of protective relay that happens without any 

faults in the systems and causes inappropriate trippings leading to aggravate situation during voltage 
instability. 
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Figure 1 Voltage collapse sequence by additional tripping by protective relays 

 

1.3 Present Status of the Knowledge 
To prevent these kinds of events caused by undesired protective actions, adequate 

setting of relay parameters in the corresponding protection equipment is required. In the 
recent deregulated environment, however, flow patterns and system states are constantly 
changing and fixed settings of these parameters cannot cover all the possible undesired 
actions. In reference [4], an adaptive scheme for preventing unintended trips of zone 3 
distance relay is proposed, which can be implemented on modern numerical relays. 
However, this scheme itself cannot remove the fundamental problem of low voltage and 
high reactive current. In reference [5], system protection scheme with coordination of 
protection and system requirement is emphasized to form a defense plan against system 
breakdown due to prohibitive cost of wide area blackouts. A scheme of adaptive wide 
area protection for mitigating voltage collapse has been proposed by some researchers by 
applying a fuzzy inference system. The system inputs are fault detection, VSI (voltage 
stability index), and signals from component protection devices.  

 This project considers optimal reactive power control strategy including voltage 
stability margin and relay margin constraints to prevent system from voltage collapse and 
unwanted protective actions. The framework includes fast identification of critical relays 
in the system after contingencies, quick identification of voltage instability by predictor-
corrector based voltage stability margin calculation, and determination of optimal 
countermeasure against voltage collapse; i.e., the determination of optimal control 
measures to force the system out of the voltage instability region and conditions of 
undesired protective actions. 
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1.4 Power System Protection: A Review 
The blackout events are reported in many countries all over the world. From these 

reports, we know that the protection system has played an important role. The 
transmission protection device operation is usually the initial trigger of the cascading 
events. Since the transmission lines are exposed to the natural environment, they are 
vulnerable to lightening and tree branches touching the lines which cause a permanent 
short circuit fault.  

Protective relays are the main components of modern protection systems and the 
main task of protective relays is to trip associated circuit breakers (i.e., transmission lines, 
generators, transformers, etc.) in response to faults or other conditions for which the 
protection system is designed. The protective relays are designed to be autonomous and 
they can make use of the locally measured signals supplied by remote terminal data over 
pilot channels. Usually, backup relays are also provided which in general operate more 
slowly and disconnect a larger portion of power system. It has been pointed out that, in 
many cascading events, the relays of protection systems are activated in undesired 
manner. Some relays, such as zone 3 distance relays, are sensitive to power flow 
redistribution due to contingency or switch operation out of the protected region, and thus 
may be undesirably activated to trip lines and machines in power systems. 

From the designed functions of protective relays, we know that the relay philosophy 
is biased towards dependability which means that if there is a fault in the system, the 
primary relay should operate to clear the fault. This bias towards high dependability 
inevitably leads to a reduction in security of the protection system. In other words, with 
the protection system that is designed to be highly dependable, it is more prone to false 
trip when no trips are warranted. Therefore, there is a conflict between the dependability 
of protection system and security of power system which has not been solved 
successfully [6]. As the modern power system is undergoing fundamental changes, such 
as those brought on by open access and deregulation, we must reexamine this traditional 
protection philosophy, especially when power systems are nowadays operating under 
stressed conditions which are very close to the operation threshold of power systems. 
After a disturbance in a power system, distance relays can observe the power swing of the 
system according to the relay impedance trajectory mapped on the R-X plane. Distance 
relays have a great possibility to trip during the unstable power swings. Traditionally, we 
consider it as severe enough to cause system insecurity, when there is a swing trajectory 
entering zone 1 of distance relays [7]. Blocking relays during unstable power system 
perturbation is the often used strategy to prevent possible undesired relay actions. 
However, from the system aspect, blocking itself can not improve the system operating 
condition. Further more, blocking will reduce the dependability of the protection system. 
Therefore, blocking strategy can not solve the problem essentially. There is one 
straightforward way to detect the possible undesired relay tripping after a disturbance, 
which is to include the tripping logic of protective relays in the transient stability program 
[8]. However, this method can not provide information about the importance of relay 
settings with respect to the power system perturbation. Relay margin proposed in [9] is 
applied as a measure of closeness of a system trajectory to relay tripping zones. 
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1.5 Practical Criteria for Relay Margin and Voltage Stability  

1.5.1 Dynamic Security Assessment Criteria 
Based on the regional council (WSCC) guidelines [10], criteria for dynamic security 

assessment typically include: 

• Inertial stability criteria. This concerns mainly the evolution of relative machine 
angles and frequencies.   

• Voltage excursions (dip or rise) beyond specified threshold level and duration. 
This includes separate voltage excursion threshold/duration pairs for voltage dip 
and voltage rise, and maximum/minimum instantaneous excursion threshold. 

• Relay margin criteria. These are defined for pre-disturbance and post disturbance 
conditions. If relay margin is violated for more than a maximum specified time 
after the disturbance, it is identified as insecure.   

• Minimum damping criteria. For a designated list of contingencies, if the post 
disturbance system exhibits oscillations, they must be positively damped 
(decreasing in amplitude). 

1.5.2 Relay Margin Criteria for Post-Contingency Stability 
According to Reliability Standards and Security Criteria of IESO of Ontario [11], 

the following relay margin requirements should be satisfied to ensure post-contingency 
stability:  

“Following fault clearance or the loss of an element without a fault, the margin on 
all instantaneous and timed distance relays those affect the integrity of the grid, including 
generator loss of excitation and out-of-step relaying at major generating stations, must be 
at least 20 and 10 percent, respectively. 

The margin on all other relays whose operation would not affect the integrity of the 
grid, such as 115 kV or radial 230 kV circuit protections, generator loss of excitation and 
out-of-step protections on small generating units, those associated with transformer 
backup protections, must be at least 15 percent on all instantaneous relays and zero 
percent on all timed relays having a time delay setting less than or equal to 0.4 seconds. 

For those relays having a time delay setting greater than 0.4 seconds, the apparent 
impedance may enter the timed tripping characteristic, provided that there is a margin of 
50 percent on time. For example, the apparent impedance does not remain within the 
tripping characteristic for a period of time greater than one-half of the relay time delay 
setting. The margin on all system relays, such as change of power relays, must be at least 
10 percent.” 

1.5.3 Power – Voltage (P-V) Curves 
To generate the P-V curve, loads should be modeled as constant MVA. In specific 

situations, if good data is available, voltage dependent loads and tap-changer action may 
be modeled in detail to assess the system voltage performance following the contingency 
and automatic equipment actions but before manual operator intervention. Power flow 
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programs can be used to generate a P-V curve. In certain situations it may be desirable to 
manually generate a P-V curve to take into account specific remedies available. 

A sample P-V curve is shown below. The critical point of the curve, or voltage 
instability point, is the point where the slope of the P-V curve is vertical. As illustrated, 
the maximum acceptable pre-contingency power transfer must be the lesser of:  

• a pre-contingency power transfer (point a) that is 10% lower than the voltage 
instability point of the pre-contingency P-V curve, and   

• a pre-contingency transfer that results in a post-contingency power flow (point b) 
that is 5% lower than the voltage instability point of the post-contingency curve  

The P-V curve is dependent on the power factor. Care must be taken that the worst 
case P-V curve is used to identify the stability limit. 

 

 
Figure 2 Typical P-V curve for voltage stability limit 
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1.6 Power System Voltage Stability: A Review 
Voltage stability is defined as follows: 

Voltage stability refers to the ability of a power system to maintain steady voltages 
at all buses in the system after being subjected to a disturbance from a given initial 
operating condition. The term voltage collapse is also often used. It is the process by 
which the sequence of events accompanying voltage instability leads to a blackout or 
abnormally low voltages in a significant part of the power system. Reference [12] 
provides details related to various stability phenomena and definitions. The following 
sections provides information related to voltage stability and security from that reference 
[12]  

Based on the size of the disturbance, voltage stability can be further classified into 
the following two subcategories: 

•  Large-disturbance voltage stability refers to the system’s ability to maintain 
steady voltages following large disturbances such as system faults, loss of 
generation, or circuit contingencies. 

• Small-disturbance voltage stability refers to the system’s ability to maintain 
steady voltages when subjected to small perturbations such as incremental 
changes in system load.  

The time frame of interest for voltage stability problems may vary from a few 
seconds to tens of minutes. Therefore, voltage stability may be either a short-term or a 
long-term phenomenon. 

•  Short-term voltage stability involves dynamics of fast acting load components 
such as induction motors, electronically controlled loads, and HVDC converters. 
The study period of interest is in the order of several seconds.  

•  Long-term voltage stability involves slower acting equipment such as tap-
changing transformers, thermostatically controlled loads, and generator current 
limiters. The study period of interest may extend to several or many minutes, and 
long-term simulations are required for analysis of system dynamic performance 

Security of a power system refers to the degree of risk in its ability to survive 
imminent disturbances (contingencies) without interruption of customer service. It relates 
to robustness of the system to imminent disturbances and, hence, depends on the system 
operating condition as well as the contingent probability of disturbances. System security 
may be further distinguished from stability in terms of the resulting consequences. For 
example, two systems may both be stable with equal stability margins, but one may be 
relatively more secure because the consequences of instability are less severe.  

The analysis of security relates to the determination of the robustness of the power 
system relative to imminent disturbances. There are two important components of 
security analysis. For a power system subjected to changes (small or large), it is 
important that when the changes are completed, the system settles to new operating 
conditions such that no physical constraints are violated. This implies that, in addition to 
the next operating conditions being acceptable, the system must survive the transition to 
these conditions. Hence, there are two types of analysis related to security: 
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• Static security analysis: the steady-state analysis of post-disturbance system 
conditions to verify that no equipment ratings and voltage constraints are violated.   

• Dynamic security analysis: This involves examining different categories of 
system stability.   

1.7 Overview of Voltage Stability with respect to Maximum Loading 
The voltage instability process is characterized by a monotonic voltage drop, which 

is slow at first and becomes abrupt after some time. Voltage collapse occurs when the 
system is unable to meet the demand, and the phenomenon is characterized by the loss of 
control of the voltage levels in a power system. Voltage instability and even voltage 
collapse situations have become more likely to occur, imposing important limitations to 
power systems operation [13]. Voltage collapse is generally precipitated by one of the 
following types of system disturbances: load variations, contingencies, or a combination 
of them. The knowledge of the reactive power reserve condition is of paramount 
importance in the operation of a transmission network and will strongly affect the 
reliability of power systems [14]. 

Voltage stability is an essentially dynamic phenomenon, and the system’s behavior 
depends on the models of the loads and other system components. However, the analysis 
based on static approaches presents some practical advantages over the dynamical 
approaches [15]. Analysis based on static approaches has been widely used, since it 
provides results with acceptable accuracy and little computational effort. These features 
are desirable in restrictive environments from the computational effort standpoint, such as 
in a real-time operation environment. 

Voltage stability security margins must be determined in operational planning and 
real-time operation in order to best utilize the available system components [16]. Finding 
a voltage stability index had become an important task for many voltage stability studies. 
Many researchers proposed voltage stability indices based on information about the 
proximity to voltage collapse, such as those based on the Jacobian matrix minimum 
singular value [17] among others. The continuation method is widely known as a very 
powerful, though slow, method to estimate systems maximum loading points [18]. 
Sensitivity techniques have shown to be very useful for determining the voltage stability 
margins, which can be given in terms of MW, Mvar or MVA [19]. Other research works 
have focused on maximizing the real power transfer before voltage collapse takes place, 
for instance, after a strategic reactive load allocation [20]. An alternative approach for 
determining the maximum loadability using interior point was proposed in [21].  Recently 
an increase in the loadability of power systems through real power losses minimization 
has been proposed [22]. 

Security margins to voltage collapse in parameter space provide important analysis 
information and can be determined by simple computational procedures while 
maintaining a good accuracy. Several algorithms have been developed to detect how 
close a system is to voltage collapse [18], [22]. All of these algorithms assess the distance 
between the present loading and the maximum loading point in parameter space. 
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1.8 Report Organization  
This report focuses on using relay margin to evaluate relay status and identify 

critical relays after contingencies and using the proposed predictor-corrector based 
framework to identify voltage stability margin. The optimal reactive power control 
strategy which incorporate the voltage stability margin and relay margin can then be used 
for preventive control. 

Section 2 provides the description of the relay margin concept and the proposed 
predictor-corrector based framework for VSM calculation. The procedures of 
applications of relay margins and voltage stability margins to identify critical relays and 
voltage instability in the system are also provided. 

Section 3 provides the details about the optimal reactive power control framework 
and the mathematic model. Especially, the relay margin and voltage stability margin 
which have been derived in section 2 are incorporated in the optimization model to 
maintain certain required margins. Also, the other security limits including transmission 
line thermal limits, bus voltage limits, generator capacity limits are incorporated in the 
optimization model.  

Section 4 deals with the case study carried out on the New England 39-bus system. 
Based on the relay margin of each relay, the critical relay has been identified. The 
proposed predictor-corrector based framework for VSM identification is tested using this 
test system. The optimal reactive power control method is applied to improve the system 
voltage stability and relay margin after several contingencies. 
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2. Theoretical Methodology 

2.1 Relay Status Evaluation using Relay Margin 
Power system protection at the transmission system level is based on distance 

relays. Distance relays are applied for both apparatus protection and system protection. 
Significant power flow oscillations can occur on a transmission line or a network due to 
major disturbances like faults and subsequent clearing. Relay margin related information 
can be used to evaluate relay status and identify critical relays in the transmission system.  

2.1.1 Relay Margin and Relay Staying Time 
Traditionally, the impedance based relay margins are mainly used to quantify the 

closeness of a system trajectory to a relay zone. However, relay margin can also be 
formulated as a function of the bus voltage instead of the line impedance. This way we 
can detect the effectiveness of controls applied to power systems for preventing possible 
undesired relay tripping more efficiently. The relay status during system disturbances can 
also be quantified based on the information of relay margin ratio and relay staying time 
ratio.  

Figure 3 is used to illustrate the voltage based relay margin. We consider that the 
offset coefficient α of mho relay is usually close to 0, so the 3-zone characteristic of mho 
relay can be shown in Figures  4 and 5. 

 

Relay Relay
Bus i Bus j

Vi VjZij
Sij

 
Figure 3 Transmission line with mho relays 

 
From Figure 3, we know that the apparent impedance seen by a relay at bus i, along 

a transmission line between buses i and j is given as follows, 
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where iv  and iδ are the voltage magnitude and angle at bus i, and ijR and ijX are the 
transmission line resistance and reactance. 

   From the design logic of distance relays, we know that the tripping of a distance 
relay depends on: whether the system trajectory enters the relay tripping zone, which 
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zone of the three zones is entered and how long the trajectory stays in one particular 
tripping zone. The relay at bus i along the line between buses i and j will operate when  

 

                                 σσ ≤−ijZ                                                    (2) 

 
where 

                                  )(
2 ijij jXR +=
λσ                                                  (3) 

 

is the center of the circle corresponding to the mho relay characteristic in Figure 4. 
According to the design scheme of 3-zone distance relay, each protection zone is 

designed to protect a different range of the transmission line which is referred as λ in 
equation (3). From the relay setting, we know that usually λ =0.8 is set for zone 1 and 
λ =1.2 for zone 2. Zone 3 setting depends on various factors and λ  for zone 3 is usually 
much higher than zone 2. When the zone 1 of a distance relay in the transmission system 
is entered during a particular disturbance, the corresponding relay will trip the line 
instantaneously. If the system trajectory enters the other two zones, it must stay in the 
zones longer than the pre-set time before the relay tripping operation is activated. 
However, the transmission system is considered as vulnerable any time when the three 
zones are entered by system trajectory. 

In order to evaluate the relay status during system disturbance, the concept of relay 
margin is proposed in [8] and it can be applied to evaluate whether some relays in the 
system are going to initiate the tripping operations. According to the original definition of 
relay margin in [8], we make some adjustments about the variable. We define the relay 
margin (RM) as the distance of system trajectory to the zone 3 of distance relay which 
can be seen directly by the red line in Figure 4. The mathematical formulation of RM can 
be expressed by 

 
σσ −−= ijZRM                                               (4) 
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Therefore, the relay operating criteria expressed as (2) can be written as 

 

             0),,,,,,( ≤λδδ ijijjiji XRvvRM                                  (7) 

 

 
Figure 4 Illustration of relay margin of mho relay with 0=α  

 

When the system trajectory enters the three zones of distance relay during a system 
disturbance, we also need to know whether staying time of the trajectory in one particular 
zone exceeds the preset time for relay tripping. Therefore, we define the relay staying 
time (RST) as the maximum staying time of a trajectory within one particular zone of 
relay. Figure 3 shows the relay staying time directly.  

The formulation of RST is defined as 

 
      )]),......((),max[( 123412 2 −−−−= jttttttRST

j
                       (8) 

 
where  j is the number of times entering one particular zone.  

After the relay margin and relay staying time are defined in this part, in the next 
section we can apply these two variables to propose two new indexes for evaluating relay 
status during system disturbances and identifying critical relays.  
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Figure 5 Illustration of relay staying time of mho relay with 0=α  

 

2.1.2 Relay Margin Ratio and Relay Staying Time Ratio 
We propose the following relay margin ratio (RMR). For a contingency “c”, the 

following scalar which corresponds to the minimum relay margin value of relays over the 
interested time span divided by the relay margin of pre-contingency state is defined as, 

 

                      
),,(min

),(
0RM

trcRM
rcRMR t=                                           (9) 

 
It will be referred to as RMR which samples the smallest relay margin over the time 

span (t=0,1,… tn )  divided by the relay margin of pre-contingency state ( 0RM ) for each 
relay. The proposed RMR provides a relative value of the current relay margin compared 
with the pre-contingency relay margin. Actually, by applying the RMR we have given a 
reference to the current relay margin compared with the pre-contingency state. The 
threshold of RMR is less than or equal to 1 and greater than or equal to 0. If the RMR 
value is less than 0, it means that the relay tripping zone is entered by system trajectory 
and instead of using RMR, the following proposed RSTR will be applied to evaluate 
relays.  

Similarly to the definition of RMR, we also propose a scalar for evaluating the 
system trajectory staying time within the relay tripping zones which is relay staying time 
ratio (RSTR). The RSTR is defined as, 
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                   ),,(),,(
setT

trcRSTtrcRSTR =                                      (10) 

 
where setT is the relay pre-set time which is the maximum time for a system trajectory 
staying within tripping zones before the relay operate. If the value of RSTR is greater 
than 1, then the relay will initiate the tripping signal.  

2.1.3 Identification of Critical Relays 
After a contingency, if the tripping zones of some relays are entered, RSTR will be 

calculated and applied to rank the corresponding relays in a descending order to obtain 
the set of the most vulnerable relays (MVR). Otherwise, relays will be ranked by RMR in 
an ascending order to obtain the set of the potentially most vulnerable relays (PMVR). 
When the system operation condition is changed, some MVRs and PMVRs may change. 
The above procedure will solve the problem of identification of critical relays. Therefore, 
we only need to simulate the relay functionality of those critical relays for system 
stability analysis. Figure 6 shows the procedure of identifying critical relays by RMR and 
RSTR. 
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Figure 6 Flowchart of identifying critical relays by RMR and RSTR 

 

2.1.4 Critical Relay Identifications by the Power Flow and Time Domain 
Simulation 

The critical relay identification results by power flow and time domain simulation 
are different. The details are published in our first of paper of our publication references. 

As shown in the Figure 7, the relay margin calculation based on the power flow 
basically calculates the relay margin at the two points (a and b) on the impedance 
trajectory which is obtained by the time domain simulation. Point a refers to the pre-
contingency state and point b refers to the post-contingency state. Therefore, the power 
flow based relay margin calculation is just a snapshot of the time domain simulation at 
one time instant.  

The time domain simulation based relay margin calculation can capture all the relay 
margin values at all the time instants in the time interval. For the identification of critical 
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relay based on time domain simulation, the minimum relay margin in the interested time 
interval is picked up for each relay and used to rank them. 

Therefore, the time domain simulation based critical relay identification is able to 
consider the transient period which cannot be done by power flow based analysis. In the 
optimal control part of this project, we apply the power flow based relay margin 
calculation. In the next phase of work, we plan to formulate a dynamic optimization 
model to incorporate the time domain simulation based relay margin as a constraint. 

 

 
Figure 7  Critical relay identification by power flow and time domain simulation 

 

2.2 Proposed Predictor-Corrector Framework for VSM Calculation 

2.2.1 Introduction 

This section introduces a fast, flexible and reliable method for identification of 
voltage stability margin (VSM) using local measurements. The proposed method is based 
on a predictor-corrector framework. The predictor first derives the Thevenin’s impedance 
at load bus which is used to predict the VSM. The corrector then applies binary search 
and power flow convergence evaluation to correct the overestimated VSM value by 
predictor to draw the system back onto the feasibility boundary. Simulation results for a 
39-bus test system are shown in the numerical result part which indicates that the 
proposed method is able to provide a fast calculation of voltage stability margin with a 
good accuracy.   
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2.2.2 Overview of VSM Calculation 
Recently, there is an increasing concern about power system voltage collapse since 

less regulated power flow patterns and increased utilization of transmission facilities 
could more frequently violate system security conditions [23, 24].  

Practical loading limits may be encountered by thermal limits of transmission lines, 
the requirement of maintaining bus voltages within certain limits or the generator reactive 
power limits. It is possible, well before any theoretical limit is reached, some system 
constraints may be violated. VSM identification should take into account various system 
constraints. The VSM could be identified using continuation [18], direct method [25], 
point of collapse [26] and optimization [27] methods. We propose a new method based 
on a predictor-corrector (P-C) framework to identify VSM using local measurements. 
Initially, measured voltage and current are used to estimate Thevenin’s impedance for 
deriving the prediction of VSM. Since Thevenin equivalent is a linear approximation, 
VSM predictor gives an overestimated value of the maximum loading. The VSM 
corrector, aiming to draw the system back to the feasibility boundary, applies the binary 
search algorithm and power flow convergence evaluation to correct the VSM obtained by 
the predictor.  

2.2.3 Problem Formulation 
The load flow equations can be written in terms of state variables X  and a 

parameter S  as:    

 

0)(),( =−= SXfSXf                            (11) 

 

maxmax jQPS +=                                                     (12) 
 

correctorpredictor PPP +=max                                       (13) 
 

maxmax PpfQ ×=                                                   (14) 
 

LP PPVSM −= max                                                    (15) 
 
 

where S  is the nodal power injection vector,  maxP  is the nodal real power injection vector 
, maxQ  is the nodal reactive power injection vector after the prediction and correction. pf  
is the load power factor vector, predictorP  is the nodal real power injection vector after the 
prediction,  correctorP  is the nodal real power injection vector after the correction, LP  is the 
present load vector and PVSM is the voltage stability margin vector in term of real power.    
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Initially, predictorP  is derived by the VSM predictor to guess maximum power point.  
Then, correctorP   uses this initial guess to converge to the actual maximum point maxP .   Fig. 
8 shows the basic idea about the predictor-corrector based VSM identification. 

 

 
Figure 8 Idea of predictor-corrector based VSM identification 

 

2.2.4 VSM Predictor 
The predictor is derived based on Thevenin equivalent. A load bus and rest of the 

system treated as a Thevenin equivalent is shown in Fig. 9. The predictor-corrector based 
framework deals with the voltage stability margin calculation from the point of view of 
local load bus. The main motivation is to estimate how much more power at the local 
load bus can be increased based on current generation, load level and system operating 
condition.  

The Thevenin equivalent is applied to treat the other parts of the system besides the 
local load bus as an equivalent system which is made up by an equivalent voltage source 

ThE
v

 and an equivalent impedance ThZ
v

. Then the original power system is equivalently 
transformed into a two-bus system. We know that the maximum loadability occurs when 
the load impedance equals to the network impedance as shown by equations (16)-(18). 
Therefore, the VSM predictor based maximum load ( predictorP ) is expressed in equation 
(18). To get the VSM prediction from the Thevenin equivalent , we need to have the local 
measurements (voltage and current) of the local load bus from the system measurement 
devices, such as PMU or EMS. 
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Figure 9 Load bus and Thevenin equivalent system 

 
 

By Kirchoff’s law and reference [28]: 
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For the tracking of Thevenin equivalent, equations (19) and (20) are used, 
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where ThThThirTh jXRZjd，cIjb, aV, jEEE +=+=+=+=

vvvv
   . Two or more measurements 

taken at different times are required to solve for unknown 
parameters: ThThir XREE  , , , . For the online tracking of Thevenin equivalent 
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parameters, there are several parameters identification methods can be used, such as least 
square method, Kalman Filter method etc.  

Since there are several system measurement devices available, it opens up an 
opportunity to make use of these measurement data to update the system status and 
monitor the system stability on line. Given the measurement data from the system load 
bus, the VSM predictor can quickly predict the voltage stability margin at load buses.   
This ensures that when the new measurement data is arrived, the last calculation of VSM 
has already been finished and the new measurements can be continuously used to update 
the VSM value at local load buses. Being able to apply the real time measurements to 
predict the VSM on line has several advantages compared with the traditional used 
offline study method, such as continuation power flow method. One obvious advantage is 
that, the assumption of load increase pattern is not needed as the load increase 
information can be obtained and updated by the real time measurements. Therefore, this 
VSM predictor makes the digital computer calculation based power system analysis 
results closer to the real power system situations.  

2.2.5 VSM Corrector 
Since VSM Predictor using Thevenin equivalent which is only a linear 

approximation (it can not consider the system constraints, such as, thermal limits of 
transmission lines, requirements of maintaining bus voltages within certain ranges, and 
limits of generator reactive power output limits)  the VSM values at local load buses are 
over estimated. The VSM corrector is proposed to correct the VSM by predictor and 
provide a better estimate for VSM. By taking power flow convergence as an indicator, 
the VSM corrector sets predictorP  obtained by the VSM predictor and LP  of the present 
load as the upper and lower bounds for the search space of maxP . Binary search algorithm, 
which is fast and robust, is used to update correctorP  and search for maxP which draws the 
system back onto the feasibility boundary. Fig. 10 shows the flowchart of VSM 
correction by the corrector.  

Since the corrector involves power flow convergence evaluation, it is able to 
incorporate transmission line thermal limits, bus voltage limits, and generator reactive 
power limits in the process of VSM correction. The power flow convergence evaluation 
requires that the updated power flow data being available from the system state estimator. 
During the process of VSM correction, the forecasted load for the next 24 hour or 
possible contingencies can also be incorporated to calculate the VSM. Thus several 
scenarios which the system may face in the next day can be considered to correct the 
VSM obtained by the predictor. Therefore, the corrector makes the VSM calculation 
being able to incorporate system constraints for online operation and consider possible 
system scenarios for the next day planning.   

Overall, the predictor-corrector based framework is able to provide fast, flexible 
and reliable VSM calculation using the system real time measurements from local load 
buses. The numerical section will provide the test results of the proposed method for 
VSM calculation. It validates that the predictor- corrector based framework is suitable for 
online calculation of VSM. The following section provides the procedure of using the 
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proposed predictor-corrector method to identify VSM using local measurements which 
may give a clear idea about how to implement it in the real system.  

 
   

 

Figure 10  Flowchart of VSM correction by the corrector 
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2.2.6 Identification of VSM by Predictor and Corrector 
 

 

Figure 11 Identification of VSM by predictor and corrector 
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3. Optimal Control Strategy against Voltage Instability 

3.1 Introduction 
This section presents the formulation of the reactive power control problem 

including the voltage stability margin constraint, relay margin constraint, transmission 
line thermal limits, bus voltage limits, generator capacity limits, AC power flow 
constraints and control variable limits. Reactive power control is one of the important 
tasks in the operation and control of the power system. Reactive power control problem 
can be formulated as a non-linear constrained optimization problem. Minimization of real 
power loss is the objective of this reactive power optimization problem. The optimization 
is solved by the heuristic searching algorithm. .  

3.2 Overview 
The purpose of reactive power dispatch is mainly to improve the voltage profile in 

the system and to minimize the real power transmission loss while satisfying the unit and 
system constraints [29]. This goal is achieved by proper adjustment of reactive power 
control variables like generator bus voltage magnitudes (Vgi), transformer tap settings 
(ti), reactive power generation of the capacitor bank (Qci). The optimal reactive power 
control strategy can provide an operator the optimal control actions or the optimal 
combination of all the settings of reactive power sources in the system. 

3.3 Formulation of the Optimal Control Strategy 

3.3.1 Control Objective 
Reactive power control can be used to improve the system voltage profile and to 

minimize the real power transmission loss while satisfying system operation and stability 
constraints. In this project, we apply the minimization of the real power loss in the system 
as the objective function for the optimal control model. 

3.3.2 System Constraints 

3.3.2.1 Load Voltage Limit 
For power quality and system security purpose, the load voltages should be 

maintained in a certain level which is within a specified range around their nominal 
values. For any load bus i:  

 

   
maxmin

iii VVV ≤≤                                             (21) 

 

where, min
iV and max

iV are the allowable minimum and maximum voltages, respectively. 
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3.3.2.2 Relay Margin Limit 
According to the relay margin criteria for post-contingency stability, relay margin 

should be maintained within certain range to ensure system security,   

 

   cc ρρ ≤min                                                      (22) 

 

where  cρ  represents the relay margin at a particular operating point and mincρ is the 
required margin.  The formulation of relay margin can be obtained from the previous 
section and only voltage phasor measurements are needed to calculate the relay margin.  

3.3.2.3 Voltage Stability Margin Limit 
Here the voltage stability margin is given as:  

 

   cc λλ ≤min                                                      (23) 

 

where  cλ  represents the voltage stability margin for a given operating condition, and 

mincλ  is required margin. The formulation of voltage stability margin and the proposed 
method to derive the margin can be obtained from the previous section and voltage and 
current phasor measurements are needed to calculate the voltage stability margin.  

3.3.2.4 On Load Tap Changer (OLTC) Limit 
Most of the power system loads are voltage dependent and the system voltage drop 

will cause a reduction in the load demand which may release the stress on the system. 
However, OLTCs could act within tens of seconds after contingencies to bring the load 
voltages back to their rated values, which consequently would cause further stress on the 
system. 

The tap ratio of OLTC can be used to control the reactive power and voltage profile 
of the system, 

 
maxmin

ii TTTi ≤≤                                                (24) 

 

where iT  is the tap ratio of the OLTC which is one of the three control variables in this 
optimal reactive power control model. 
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3.3.2.5 Shunt Capacitor Limit 
The application of shunt capacitors increases the maximum transfer capability 

across power systems. The capacitor banks can be switched on or off with a discrete 
value. Although the SVCs can provide continuously variable susceptance, they are 
generally much more expensive than the capacitor banks. For practical implementation 
consideration, shunt capacitor banks with discrete control is applied in this optimal 
control problem formulation,  

 
maxmin
cici QQQ ci ≤≤                                                   (25) 

 

where ciQ  is the reactive power output from the shunt capacitor installed in the system 
which is also one of the three control variables in this optimal reactive power control 
model. 

3.3.3 Mathematical Formulation of the Optimization 
The goal of optimal reactive power dispatch is achieved by proper adjustment of 

reactive power control variables which includes generator terminal voltage magnitudes 
(VGi), transformer tap settings (Ti), reactive power generation of the capacitor bank 
(Qci).  

The following optimization model is applied to obtain the optimal reactive power 
dispatch in the power system. The voltage stability margin is incorporated as one of the 
constraints. The relay margin is also included,  

 

                     ),,(: ciiGiLoss QTVPMin  
                                                              s.t. 
 
 Power Flow Constraint:              ),,(0 uyxg=  
                                                                                                  
            Load Voltage Limit:                            maxmin

iii VVV ≤≤  
 
            Generator Voltage Limit:                    maxmin

GiGiGi VVV ≤≤  
 
            Line Flow Limit:               

maxmax
jjj FFF ≤≤−  

 
 Generation Capacity Limit:             maxmin

GiGi PPP Gi ≤≤  

                                                                         maxmin
GiGi QQQ Gi ≤≤  

 
            Capacitor Capacity Limit:                   maxmin

cici QQQ ci ≤≤  
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            OLTC Tap Ratio Limit:                       

maxmin
ii TTTi ≤≤  

  

 Voltage Stability Margin Limit:          cc λλ ≤min  
 

             Relay Margin Limit:                           cc ρρ ≤min  
 

 

where g represents power balance equations; x is the vector of  state variables; y is the 
vector of algebraic variables; u is the vector of control variables; GiP is the generator real 
power output; GiQ  is the generator reactive power output; LossP is the real power loss in the 
network; F  represents line flows; iV  is the load bus voltage; GV  is generator terminal 
voltage; ciQ  is reactive power output of shunt capacitors; T is OLTC tap ratio; λ  is 
voltage stability margin (in term of P); ρ  is relay margin. In this optimal reactive power 
control scheme, the control variable vector u is made up by ciQ ,  T, and GV . 
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3.4 Overall Framework of Optimal Control Strategy 

 

 
Figure 12  Framework of optimal control strategy against voltage collapse 
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4. Numerical Results 

4.1 Numerical Results for Identification of Critical Relays 
To verify the suitability of the proposed method for identification of critical relays, 

a 23-bus test system is used.  

4.1.1 23-bus Test System Description 
 
 

 
Figure 13 One-line diagram of the 23-bus test system 

 
Figure 13 shows the one-line diagram of the 23-bus test system that has 6 

generators and 8 loads. In the base case of the test system, all the five generators except 
the generator at the swing bus are operating close to their generation capacities. The total 
load in the system is 3400 MW, 2125 MVar.  
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4.1.2 Numerical Results  
Three contingencies are applied to the test system: 1. tripping line 154-205 2. 

tripping line 151-201 3. tripping line 153-154_2. For the three contingencies, Tables 1-3 
tabulate the relay evaluation and ranking results based on the RSTR and RMR values.  

 

Table 1 Relay ranking for contingency 1 in 23-bus test system 

 Contingency 1: trip line 154-205 
Relay RSTR Relay 

margin 
Relay 

ranking 
RMR Relay 

ranking 
153-154_2 0.1079  1  1 
154-153_2  0.0741 7 0.3966 8 
153-154_1 0.1079  2  2 
154-153_1  0.0619 5 0.3965 7 
3008-154  0.0248 4 0.1122 4 
154-3008  0.0668 6 0.2769 6 
154-203  0.0878 8 0.2664 5 
203-154  0.0243 3 0.0851 3 

 

 

Table 2 Relay ranking for contingency 2 in 23-bus test system 

 Contingency 2: trip line 151-201 
Relay RSTR Relay 

margin 
Relay 

ranking 
RMR Relay 

ranking 
153-154_2 0.0083  1  1 
154-153_2  0.0498 8 0.1879 8 
153-154_1 0.0083  2  2 
154-153_1  0.0414 7 0.1893 9 
3008-154 0.0083  3  3 
154-3008  0.0295 6 0.1224 6 
205-154  0.0061 4 0.0440 4 
154-205  0.0110 5 0.0771 5 
154-203  0.1178 10 0.2188 10 
203-154  0.0755 9 0.1381 7 
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Table 3 Relay ranking for contingency 3 in 23-bus test system 

 Contingency 3: trip line 153-154_2 
Relay RSTR Relay 

margin 
Relay 

ranking 
RMR Relay 

ranking 
153-154_2 0.1079  1  1 
154-153_2  0.0741 7 0.3966 8 
153-154_1 0.1079  2  2 
154-153_1  0.0619 6 0.3965 7 
205-154  0.0168 3 0.1529 4 
154-205  0.0233 4 0.2050 5 
154-203  0.1105 8 0.3356 6 
203-154  0.0375 5 0.1313 3 
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Figure 14 Impedance swing trajectory of relay 153-154_2 for contingency 1 
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Figure 15 Relay margin trajectory of relay 203-154 for contingency 1  

 

Based on RMR values, we can identify the relays with smaller relay margin ratios 
over the interested time span. Based on RSTR values, we can identify the relays which 
have a longer staying time within the tripping zones. From Table 1 and Table 2, we can 
see that the RMR based and relay margin based relay rankings are almost the same. 
However, from Table 3, we can see that the two variables based relay rankings are 
different. Therefore, we can have the conclusion that a smaller relay margin does not 
necessarily mean that the corresponding relay have a smaller relay margin ratio. Actually, 
from the single value of relay margin, we can only tell the distance of a trajectory to the 
tripping zone at each time instant. However, we do not know the rate of relay margin 
change. Figure 14 shows the impedance swing trajectory of the top 1 critical relay-153-
154_2 in the relay ranking list for contingency 1. We can see that after the tripping of line 
154-205 caused by the three phase fault, the system trajectory stayed in the third tipping 
zone of relay 153-154_2 for 10.79% of the preset time. Figure 15 shows the relay margin 
trajectory of relay 203-154 for contingency 1. We can see that the post-contingency relay 
margin  is 0.0604 p.u. and its pre-contingency relay margin is 0.2853, thus the RMR is 
0.2117. This satisfies the relay margin criteria for post-contingency [11]. 

4.1.3 Conclusions  
Since power system protection at the transmission system level is based on distance 

relays which are sensitive to the power flow variations on a transmission line, it is 
important to evaluate the relay status during transmission system disturbances and 
identify critical relays for system stability study. 

Based on the practical dynamic system security criteria for relay margin, the 
concept of voltage based relay margin is applied to redefine the two variables: relay 
margin ratio and relay staying time ratio. These two variables are calculated and relays 
are ranked accordingly. The critical relays are identified in the 23-bus test system with 
three different contingencies.  
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4.2 Numerical Results for VSM Calculation  
The New England 39-bus test system is used to illustrate the predictor-corrector 

based identification of VSM. Also, the numerical test results are obtained for the optimal 
control incorporating the voltage stability margin and relay margin using this test system.  

4.2.1 New England 39-bus Test System Description 
Fig 16 shows the New England 39-bus system which consists of 46 branches, 10 

generator buses, and 31 load buses. 

 

 
Figure 16  New England 39-bus system 

 

4.2.2 Numerical Results  

The numerical test results are provided in Table 4. Continuation power flow method 
is applied to compare with the predictor-corrector based method with respect to three 
aspects: accuracy ( maxP ), number of iterations, and total CPU time.  

Three test cases are applied to test the proposed method: base case, line 2-25 outage 
case and line 26-29 outage case. Table 4 shows that the results obtained by the proposed 
method have a good accuracy. Also, in the calculations of the three test cases, the 
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iteration times and calculation time needed for VSM identifications are reduced in 
general by about 75 percent using the predictor-corrector method. 

 

Table 4 Numerical results for the VSM calculation  

 Parameter Pre-Cor method CPF method 

maxP  (p.u.) 21.6674 21.7956 

No. of Iterations 5 19 

Base Case 

Total CPU time 0.4536 1.7338 

maxP  (p.u.) 20.0379 21.0324 

No. of Iterations 5 22 

Contingency 
Line 2-25 outage 

Total CPU time 0.3438 2.4216 

maxP  (p.u.) 20.3156 21.3069 
No. of Iterations 5 20 

Contingency 
Line 26-29 
outage 

Total CPU time 0.3750 1.5902 
 
 

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 plot the predictor-corrector based VSM identification results. 
The plots show the VSM of load bus 26 when the load is increased from initial value to 
the voltage collapse point where power flow cannot converge.  

Fig. 17 incorporates the outage of line 26-29 in the system. Fig. 18 considers the 
scenario of all the other loads increased by 100 percent. Without considering any 
contingencies or load increase, the maximum loading point for load bus 26 is at the 
intersection point of predictor curve and load curve which indicates the predictor is 
accurate at the collapse point. However, when the load is far away from the collapse 
point, there is a relatively large error between the predictor based VSM and the true 
VSM.  

After applying the corrector to correct the VSM by incorporating system 
constraints, the corrected VSM shows a better estimation of the true VSM value. 
However, the corrected VSM still shows some errors compared with the true values.  

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 also indicate that different system operating scenarios may 
affect the VSM as expected. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate system constraints 
and consider possible system scenarios for VSM identification.  Through applying the 
VSM corrector, system constraints can be incorporated and possible system scenarios can 
be considered which make the VSM calculation more reliable and flexible.  
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Figure 17 Predictor-corrector based VSM identification with contingency 
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Figure 18 Predictor-corrector based VSM identification with load increase 

 

4.2.3 Conclusions 
This new VSM calculation scheme makes three contributions:  

First, it formulates the VSM identification problem in a predictor-corrector 
framework.  

Second, it provides a method to incorporate system constraints and consider 
possible system scenarios during VSM calculation which makes it more reliable and 
flexible.  

Third, it shows that the new method is able to obtain the VSM with a good accuracy 
with reduced computational effort.  

Generally, this scheme provides a new method for VSM identification which is fast, 
reliable and flexible.     
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4.3 Numerical Results for Optimal Reactive Power Control 
The IEEE 39-bus system is applied to perform the numerical test for optimal 

reactive power control. The results show the effect of rescheduling control variables to 
minimize the system real power loss and its effects on the improvement of voltage 
stability margin, relay margin and system voltage profile. Two test cases which 
correspond to two contingencies are applied in the system to test the results of the optimal 
reactive power control effects. The two contingencies are line 2-25 outage and line 26-29 
outage.     

4.3.1 Numerical Results  
In this optimal reactive power control problem, there is totally 18 control variables 

to control the reactive power in the system, which includes 10 control variables of 
generator terminal voltages, 4 control variables of OLTC tap ratios, 4 control variables of 
shunt capacitor reactive power outputs. Table 5 shows the optimal reactive power control 
variable settings for the base case and the line 2-25 outage case. 

Through optimal reactive power control, the system voltage profile has been 
improved. Fig. 19 show the system voltage profile before and after the optimal control for 
the test case of line 2-25 outage. From Fig. 19, we can see that in order to meet the 
system stability constraints, the optimal control adjusted almost all the generator terminal 
voltage to their maximum values. 

 

 
Figure 19 System voltage profile before and after optimal control (2-25 outage case) 
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Table 5 Optimal reactive power control variable settings 

 Base case  Line 2-25 outage  

Control 
Variables 

Variable 
Range 

Initial 
settings 

Optimal 
settings 

Initial 
settings 

Optimal 
settings 

VG1  0.95 – 1.05     1.0139     1.0336      0.9737    1.0462 

VG2  0.95 – 1.05     1.0369     1.0226      1.0357     1.0500 

VG3  0.95 – 1.05     1.0331     1.0377      1.0459     1.0500 

VG4  0.95 – 1.05     1.0316     1.0175      0.9980     1.0492 

VG5  0.95 – 1.05     1.0247     0.9892      1.0438     1.0500 

VG6  0.95 – 1.05     1.0368     1.0494      1.0335     1.0500 

VG7  0.95 – 1.05     0.9923     1.0012      1.0431     1.0500 

VG8  0.95 – 1.05     1.0341     1.0289      0.9852     1.0500 

VG9  0.95 – 1.05     1.0131     1.0329      0.9944     1.0500 

VG10  0.95 – 1.05     0.9958     1.0409      0.9796     1.0500 

Qc4  0 – 1. 5     1.3000     1.5000      1.0000     1.5000 

Qc8  0 – 1. 5     1.4000     0.8000      1.5000     1.5000 

Qc16  0 – 1. 5     0.5000     1.1000      1.1000     1.5000 

Qc20  0 – 1. 5     0.1000     0.6000      0.9000     1.4000 

T7  0.9 – 1.1     1.0000     0.9600      0.9800     1.0200 

T8  0.9 – 1.1     1.0600     0.9600      1.0600     1.0400 

T9  0.9 – 1.1     1.0000     0.9600      0.9000     0.9800 

T15  0.9 – 1.1     1.0000     1.0400      1.0200     0.9600 
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Figure 20 shows that after the optimal reactive power control, voltage stability 
margin of every load bus is increased. By existing control sources, if the VSM 
requirement still cannot be achieved, other control methods are needed, such as load 
shedding. 

 

 
Figure 20 Voltage stability margin before and after optimal control (2-25 outage case) 

 

 
Figure 21 Relay margin before and after optimal control (2-25 outage case) 
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Figure 21 shows the relay margin before and after optimal control which indicates 
relay margins have been increased by the optimal control after the contingency. By the 
relay margin criterion, relay margin at bus 4 was improved by the optimal control to meet 
the requirement. 

The following three figures show the voltage profile, voltage stability margin and 
relay margin before and after the optimal control which are used to further validate the 
effects of optimal control against voltage collapse. 

 

 
Figure 22 System voltage profile before and after optimal control (26-29 outage case) 
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Figure 23  Voltage stability margin before and after the optimal control (26-29 outage 

case) 

 

 
Figure 24 Relay margin before and after optimal control (26-29 outage case) 
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4.3.2 Conclusions  
Voltage stability margin and relay margin are incorporated as constraints in the 

optimization model. Optimal reactive power control is proposed to maintain voltage 
stability and enhance relay margin. The optimal control strategy uses existing control 
sources to improve the system voltage stability. 

The numerical results from this section show that the optimal reactive power control 
can effectively improve the system voltage profile after contingencies. Also, the voltage 
stability margin and relay margin have been improved by adjusting the control variables 
to the optimal settings. Two test cases with two contingencies are applied in the test 
system which validate that the optimal reactive power control strategy is effective to 
prevent voltage collapse. 

4.3.3 Future Work 
The power flow based relay margin calculation and critical relay identification have 

been used in the process of solving the optimal reactive power control problem. 
According to the relay margin criteria for post-contingency stability, the relay margin 
which violates the criteria is incorporated in the optimization model as a constraint. 
Through the optimal reactive power control, the relay margin has been increased after 
contingencies to meet the requirement of the post-contingency stability criteria. 

In the next phase of research work, we will formulate a dynamic optimization 
model which incorporates the relay margin based on the time domain simulation as a 
constraint. Through the dynamic optimization, the relay margin will be improved during 
the interested time interval to prevent the unintended relay operation which may 
aggravate the system operating condition under stressful situations.      
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The primary motivation for this part of the project arises from the need to develop 

analytical tools to study and enhance power system voltage stability incorporating system 
dynamics (in particular load dynamics) and integrate the protection system for the 
purpose of studying the response of relays during voltage instabilities. Emphasis is given 
to detailed system modeling and in particular inclusion of distribution feeder models with 
distributed dynamic loads to capture voltage phenomena that may have both local and 
global impact on the system. 

In most investigations after blackouts two observations emerged: (a) voltage 
transients and/or lack of reactive power support was a contributing factor and (b) relay 
unwanted operations have contributed to spreading the disturbance and impact on the 
system. These observations are related. During voltage transients and/or voltage 
instabilities flow of high currents are experienced in an un-faulted system together with 
depressed voltages that may be recovering slowly. These phenomena can cause 
operations of over-current relays or distance relays in the form of load encroachment. It is 
important to fully understand these phenomena and to (a) determine the conditions that 
make these phenomena manifest themselves and damage the system and (b) develop 
mitigation methods to alleviate the impact on the system. 

It is important to recognize that the best way to study these phenomena is by 
developing integrated models of the power systems, the dynamics of the load and the 
protective system. The work of this project focused on this approach. An integrated 
model was developed and the phenomena were studied using this model as well as 
techniques for mitigating the effects of these transients. The report presents the 
methodology and preliminary results. 
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2. Voltage-Load Dynamics: System Modeling 

2.1 Introduction 
It is well-known that protection performance and voltage stability (voltage 

recovery) after a disturbance in electric power systems is affected or delayed by load 
dynamics (such as the dynamics of induction motors, etc.), especially when not enough 
fast reacting reactive resources (dynamic VAR sources) exist [1]-[9]. This phenomenon 
has caused serious problems on specific systems and it is typically studied either using 
static load flow techniques or with full scale transient simulations. In addition, in case of 
generating unit transient oscillations after the successful clearance of a fault, voltages 
may dip or collapse near the center of oscillation. During periods of low voltage motors 
decelerate and when the disturbance is removed, the voltage tries to recover but the 
recovery is affected by the acceleration of the motor loads and in general the dynamics of 
the load. The end result may be sluggish voltage recovery and in extreme cases prolonged 
voltage dips and subsequent motor tripping before voltage recovery or prolonged higher 
currents and possible tripping of circuits. Therefore, both of these phenomena may trigger 
secondary effects such as motor tripping and other undesired relay operations. It is 
therefore important for this project to use realistic load models that capture the dynamics 
of the load and its effect on voltage stability. 

Most off-line studies are mainly based on traditional load flow analysis that does 
not take into account the dynamics of the load. The proper way to analyze these 
phenomena is to use dynamic simulation techniques that take into consideration the load 
dynamics. These approaches are relatively few and depend on assumed data for the 
dynamic behavior of the electric load. Real-time tools are almost exclusively based on 
traditional load flow models and they are not capable of capturing the dynamic nature of 
voltage recovery phenomena. This practice leads to discrepancies between the analytical 
models and the real behavior of the system. 

The issue of load modeling and the effects of dynamic loads on voltage phenomena 
have been studied to a significant extent in literature [1]-[18]. In [1] the issues of voltage 
dips in 3-phase systems after symmetric or asymmetric faults and the accurate modeling 
of voltage recovery are addressed. In [2], [3] the voltage recovery phenomena and the 
effect of induction motor loads are studied from a practical point of view, based on actual 
events from utility experience. References [4] and [5] study the voltage recovery of wind 
turbines after short-circuits. The issue of mitigating the delayed voltage recovery using 
fast VAR resources is addressed in [6]-[8]. The impact of induction motor loads on 
voltage phenomena has also been studied on a more general research basis. Reference [9] 
addresses the topic of voltage oscillatory instability caused by induction motors, in 
particular in isolated power systems, while [10] refers to the impact of induction motor 
loads in the system loadability margins and in the damping of inter-area oscillations. 
Finally, references [11]-[20] are indicative of current research approaches and issues in 
induction motor load modeling in power systems. 

This work focuses on modeling and simulation of voltage recovery phenomena 
taking into consideration the key dynamic characteristics of the load. The approach is 
based on an advanced load flow modeling for the electric network, which is assumed to 
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operate at quasi-steady state, coupled with quasi-dynamic models of generating units, 
loads (motors, etc.) and other voltage controlled devices such as SVCs. The quasi-
dynamic models explicitly represent the electromechanical oscillations of generators and 
dynamic loads (mainly motors) while neglect the electrical transients. This allows a more 
realistic yet simple representation of load dynamics. While the methodology is capable of 
handling various classes of electric loads, this work focuses on induction motor loads, 
which represents the majority of dynamic electric loads. Emphasis is also given in 
utilizing a unified model for representing induction motors of different designs. 

The induction motor nonlinearities depend on the slip and cause singularities as the 
slip approaches zero. To avoid numerical problems, the proposed solution method is 
based on quadratization of the induction motor model [19]-[20]. This model is interfaced 
with the quadratized power flow model to provide a robust solution method for a system 
with induction motors. In addition, this model is a more realistic representation of a 
power system with moderate increase of the complexity of the power flow equations [20]. 
The system modeling is based on full three-phase models of all the elements, allowing 
therefore consideration of system asymmetries and unbalanced operating conditions. 
Furthermore the methodology makes use of an advanced numerical integration scheme 
with improved numerical stability properties, which provides a means of overcoming 
possible numerical problems [21]-[22]. 

The problem of transient voltage sags during disturbances and voltage recovery 
after the disturbance has been removed is quite well known. The importance of the 
problem has been well identified and has been detected as a contributing factor to many 
recent blackouts. Its significance is increasing especially in modern restructured power 
systems that may frequently operate close to their limits under heavy loading conditions. 
Furthermore, the increased number of voltage-sensitive loads and the requirements for 
improved power system reliability and power quality are imposing more strict criteria for 
the voltage recovery after severe disturbances. It is well known that slow voltage 
recovery phenomena have secondary effects such as operation of protective relays, 
electric load disruption, motor stalling, etc. Many sensitive loads may have stricter 
settings of protective equipment and therefore will trip faster in the presence of slow 
voltage recovery resulting in loss of load with severe economic consequences. A typical 
situation of voltage recovery following a disturbance is illustrated in Figure 1. Note there 
is a fault during which the voltage collapses to a certain value. When the fault clears, the 
voltage recovers quickly to another level and then slowly will build up to the normal 
voltage. The last period of slow recovery is mostly affected by the load dynamics and 
especially induction motor behavior. 

The objective of the work is to present a method that can be used to study voltage 
recovery events after a disturbance and their effects on the protection system. More 
specifically the problem is stated as follows: Assume a power system with dynamic loads 
such as induction motors. A fault occurs at some place in the system and it is cleared by 
the protection devices after some period of time. The objective is to study the voltage 
recovery after the disturbance has been cleared at the buses where dynamic or other 
sensitive loads are connected and also determine how these loads affect the recovery 
process. The solution to this problem provides the voltages and currents at any point of 
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the system including the location of protective relays. Therefore the solution can be used 
to determine the response of the relays during the recovery period, if any. 

A new method has been developed for the solution of this problem. The method is 
based on the quadrartized power flow and includes dynamic models of generating units 
and electric loads. It provides a high fidelity response of the integrated system during the 
disturbance and after the disturbance has been cleared as well as the response of the 
relays if any. We have named the method “Quasi-Dynamic Quadratized Analysis”. This 
method is described next. 
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Figure 1. Possible Behavior of Voltage Recovery During and After a Disturbance 

 

2.2 Quasi-Dynamic Quadratized Analysis  
The developed method models explicitly the mechanical dynamics of the rotating 

equipment and loads of the systems and assumes that the electrical transients are fast and 
decay quickly. The voltages and currents are affected by the location of the rotating 
electrical machinery of the system. The details of the methodology are described in the 
subsequent paragraphs that provide the models and the solution algorithm. 
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2.2.1 Overview of Quadratized Analysis 
The proposed system modeling is based on a quadratized power system model.  The 

basic idea is to have a set of equations, most of which in our case are the power flow 
equations, of degree no greater than two, i.e. have a set of linear or quadratic equations. 
This can be achieved without making any approximations, so the power system model is 
an exact model. Since this way the problem is transformed into a quadratic problem, the 
advantages of problems of this type can be exploited. 

The first step in expressing the power system equations in quadratic form is to avoid 
the trigonometric nonlinearities. This can be achieved by utilizing rectangular coordinates 
instead of the traditionally used polar coordinates for expressing the voltage and current 
phasors. Therefore, the system states are not the voltage magnitudes and angles, but 
instead the real and imaginary parts of the voltage phasors. This results in a set of 
polynomial equations. If the degree of nonlinearity of these equations is more than two, 
then quadratization of the equations can be achieved by introducing additional state 
variables. It is important to note that the quadratization is performed without any 
approximations, and the resulting quadratic model is an exact model.  

The system modeling is performed on the device level, i.e. a set of quadratic 
equations is used to represent the model of each device. A generalized component model 
is used, representing every device, which consists of the current equations of each device, 
which relate the current through the device to the states of the device, along with 
additional internal equations that model the operation of the device. If a device model 
contains dynamical equations, then these equations are discretized using some implicit 
numerical integration rule. An improved numerical integration scheme has been 
employed in this approach that is described in the next section.  

The general form of the model, for any component k , at each time step, is as in 
(2.1)  
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where ki is the current through the component, kx is the vector of the component states 
and kb the driving vector for each component, which may contain past history terms, as 
well, in the case of dynamical models. Matrix kY  models the linear part of the 
component and matrices k

iF  the nonlinear (quadratic) part. This model can refer to a 
passive component of the system (no dynamical equations) or a dynamic component of 
the system, i.e. a component that is described with algebraic and differential equations. 
The form (2.1) results from (a) the quadratization of the equations and (b) the integration 
of the differential equations.  The integration of the differential equations is described in 
the next section. Two examples of this modeling approach are given in subsequent 
paragraphs (induction motor and synchronous generator).  
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Application of the connectivity constraints (Kirchoff’s current law) at each bus 
yields a set of quadratized equations for the whole system:  
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where 

X  : system state vector, 

Y  : linear term coefficient matrix (admittance matrix), 

iF  : quadratic term coefficient matrix, 

b  : driving vector. 

The solution to the quadratic equations is obtained using the Newton-Raphson 
iterative method: 

)()( 1111 −−−− ⋅−= νννν XGXJXX      (2.3) 

where 

ν  : iteration step, 

)( 1−νXJ  : Jacobian matrix at iteration 1−ν . 

The iterative procedure terminates when the norm of the equations is less than a defined 
tolerance. This iterative procedure is repeated at each time step. If the system exhibits no 
dynamical behavior (i.e. is completely static), the analysis is equivalent to the load flow 
analysis and the solution of the above system of equations provides the steady state 
solution of the system. 

2.2.2 Quadratic Integration Method 
A new numerical integration scheme is employed for the solution of the dynamical 

equations. It relies on a collocation-based implicit Runge-Kutta method (Lobatto family) 
and is A-stable and order 4 accurate. The method is based on the following two 
innovations: (a) the nonlinear model equations (differential or differential-algebraic) are 
reformulated to a fully equivalent system of linear differential and quadratic algebraic 
equations, by introducing additional state variables, as described in the previous section, 
and (b) the system model equations are integrated assuming that the system states vary 
quadratically within a time step (quadratic integration). 

Assuming the general nonlinear, non-autonomous dynamical system: 

),( xtfx =& ,        (2.4) 

the algebraic equations at each integration step of length h , resulting from the quadratic 
integration method, are: 
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The above equations are put in the matrix form of equation (2.1). 

2.3 Three-Phase Induction Motor Model  
Typically induction motors are represented in power system studies as constant 

power loads. Although this is a valid representation for steady-state operation under 
certain conditions, induction motors do not always operate under constant power, 
especially when large deviations of voltage occur. In reality induction motors in steady-
state operate at a point where the electro-mechanical torque of the motor equals the 
mechanical torque of the electric load. As the voltage at the terminals of the induction 
motor changes, the operating point will change. Here, we present an induction motor 
model that can more accurately describe the motor behavior. The model is in quadratic 
form, that is, it consists of equations that are at most quadratic [19]-[22], and can be 
readily integrated into the power flow model. In addition, the model can be used to 
determine the operation of the system at a specific instant of time assuming that the speed 
of the induction motor is fixed (for example, after a disturbance). The reactive power 
absorption of the induction motors is different at different slip values and therefore they 
affect the voltage profile of the system. This behavior cannot be captured by a simple, 
static, constant power load model. 

A quadratic, three-phase induction machine model has been developed [22], as an 
extension of a similar single-phase equivalent model [19]-[21]. This was done as part of a 
previous PSERC project, S-24 and is briefly presented in this section. The model is based 
on the typical steady state sequence circuits of the induction motor, shown in Figure 2. 
Note that induction motors have in general little or no asymmetry, so their representation 
with sequence networks is valid and accurate. The model input data include typical motor 
nominal (nameplate) data, plus electrical parameters, and mechanical load data. The user 
interface of the model is presented in Figure 3 and shows the model implementation 
details. The model supports two mechanical loading modes: (a) torque equilibrium, and 
(b) constant slip. In the torque equilibrium mode, the mechanical torque can be either 
constant, or depend linearly or quadratically on the mechanical speed. 

 (+) 
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Figure 2. Three-Phase Induction Motor Sequence Networks 
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Figure 3. Induction Motor Input Data Form 

 

Circuit analysis yields the following equations: 
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where: 
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An additional equation links the electrical state variables to the mechanical torque.  
This equation is derived by equating the mechanical power (torque times mechanical 
frequency) to the power consumed by the variable resistors in the positive and negative 
circuits of Figure 2. 
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where: 

sn  : induction machine slip, 

Tem  : electromechanical motor torque, 

ωs : synchronous mechanical speed. 
Two steady state operating modes are defined from the above equations: 

(a) Constant Slip Model (Linear): 
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In the constant slip mode the motor operates at constant speed. The value of the slip 
is known from the operating speed and therefore the model is linear. If a neutral exists at 
the stator side (wye connection) the neutral voltage, nV~ , is added as state, along with the 

equation 0
~3~~~~ IIIII CBAn =++= . 

(b) Torque Equilibrium Model (Nonlinear-Quadratic): 
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If the mechanical torque is not constant, but depends on the speed (slip), equation (2.10) 
is also added completing the general model. 

2222 )2(0 ssbcbaT sssssm ωωωωω −++−−−=    (2.10) 

In the torque equilibrium model the motor electromechanical torque emT  is equal to 
the mechanical load torque, mT . The slip is not a known constant and thus it becomes part 
of the state vector. Note that this model is nonlinear. Note also that the state vector and 
the equations are given in compact complex format. They are to be expanded in real and 
imaginary parts to get the actual real form of the model. Note also that the last equation is 
real. As in the previous mode, if a neutral exists at the stator side (wye-connection) the 
neutral voltage, nV~ , is added as state, along with the equation 0

~3~~~~ IIIII CBAn =++= . 

In order to capture the essential dynamic behavior of induction motor loads the 
model described in the previous section is augmented by the dynamical equation (2.11) 
describing the rotor motion: 

mem
m TT

dt
d

J −=⋅
ω ,       (2.11) 
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where 
J  : rotor-load moment of inertia, 

mω  : rotor mechanical speed, 

emT  : electrical motor torque, 

mT  : mechanical load torque, 
and equation (8) relating the speed and slip: 

ssm s ωωω −−=0 .       (2.12) 

The above transient (hybrid) model can capture the effects of the motor in the 
voltage profile of the power system. The electrical transients in the motor are neglected, 
as they do not have significant effect in the network solution, especially for the time 
scales of interest, which are very long compared to the time scales of the electrical 
transients. Phasor representation is therefore used for the electrical quantities. The 
elimination of stator electrical transients makes it possible to interface the dynamic motor 
model with the static network model (quasi steady state network model) yielding an 
integrated hybrid model. 

The model described above is based on the standard equivalent circuit of an 
induction machine. This model is in general capable of representing a wide variety of 
motors; however, there are several motor types that cannot be adequately represented 
with this model, for example motors with double cage or deep bar rotors. For proper 
modeling of such motors a slightly modified equivalent circuit has been used [25]–[29]. 
Here, a generalized model is used that assumes that the rotor parameters are not constant, 
but depend on the slip (speed) of the motor [23]. A quadratic dependence is assumed for 
the rotor resistance and a linear dependence for the rotor reactance: 
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       (2.13) 

where s  is the operating slip. These equations are included in the motor model. Note that 
in the constant slip operating mode the model is not significantly affected, since the slip 
is known and thus the rotor impedance is simply computed for this slip value. In the 
constant torque mode, however, the rotor parameters become part of the state vector after 
the inclusion of equations (2.13). The values of the resistance reduce as the speed 
increases, while the reactance may have some very small variation with speed. In fact the 
reactance value changes slightly and remains mainly constant, as it is also linearly related 
to the stator reactance which we assume constant. A similar change could also be 
assumed for the stator reactance, to make the model more precise. 

A model with slip dependent rotor parameters can adequately represent, in a unified 
way, motors of every type and every NEMA design (A, B, C or D), including motors 
with double cage, or deep bar rotors. Designs A and D can be accurately represented 
using constant parameter models; for designs B and C the slip-depended model is used 
for more realistic representation. 
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2.4 Single-Phase Induction Motor Model  

Single-phase induction motors are very common in residential and commercial load 
areas (representing a substantial part of the electric load) and have been identified to have 
major contribution to many voltage related problems, especially when they operate as air-
conditioning compressors. A comprehensive single-phase induction motor model was 
developed as part of this project to allow modeling of such conditions. The model input 
data include typical motor nominal (nameplate) data, plus electrical parameters, and 
mechanical load data.  The model supports four mechanical loading modes, in steady 
state: (a) Constant torque, (b) Constant power, (c) Constant slip, and (d) Speed-dependent 
torque. For dynamic analysis the constant electric power and constant slip modes have no 
meaning and therefore only the constant torque or slip dependent torque modes are used. 
The model also supports the options of including a running and a starting capacitor. The 
model incorporates four starting methods: (a) Split Phase, (b) Capacitor Start, (c) 
Permanent Split Capacitor, and (d) Capacitor Start, Capacitor Run. The input data form is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Single-Phase Induction Motor Input Data 

 
The compact model is based on the revolving field theory of a single phase 

induction motor. The physical circuit is presented in Figure 5, showing the case of both 
main and auxiliary windings and starting and running capacitors. The equations for 
simpler cases are simply derived by removing the elements (and thus equations) that are 
not present in each case. 
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Figure 5. Single-Phase Induction Motor Physical Circuit 

 

Circuit analysis yields the following equations, for the full case: 
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eω  is the synchronous electrical angular velocity, in electrical rad/sec, 
and the slip, s , is related to the angular velocity and mechanical speed as: 
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where 
smω  : synchronous mechanical speed in rad/s, 

mω  : motor mechanical speed in rad/s, 

sn  : synchronous mechanical speed in rpm, 
n  : motor mechanical speed in rpm. 
 
An additional equation links the electrical state variables to the electrical torque produced 
by the motor. 
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          (2.18)

 

2.5 Synchronous Generating Unit Model  
A single axis generator model is used in this work. The unit is electrically described 

as a source (controlled by its subsystems) behind an equivalent impedance, as illustrated 
in the equivalent circuit of Figure 6. The rotor mechanical dynamics are the only 
dynamics included in the model. The internal sources provide a set of balanced three 
phase voltages, described with the state variables δ,E . The dynamic model is based on 
a quasi-steady-state model that assumes that the generator is operating under sinusoidal 
steady state conditions as far as the electrical system is concerned. Only the rotor 
mechanical system dynamics are assumed, therefore the steady-state equations described 
in the previous section also hold, with the augmentation of the system with the swing 
equation of the rotor rotational movement. This equation defines the mechanical 
rotational speed )(tω  as well as the internal voltage angle )(tδ  which is now a time 
varying quantity. The internal voltage magnitude )(tE  is specified by the excitation 
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system, or may have constant value. Therefore the model compact equations are as 
follows: 
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J  is the moment of inertia of the generator, 

D  is a damping coefficient, 

sω  is the synchronous speed, and 

K  is a constant of proportionality. 

Furthermore, 
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The state vector is: 
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Figure 6. Equivalent Circuit of Synchronous Generator Model 

 

Generic exciter and prime-mover models have been developed as briefly illustrated 
by block diagrams in Figures 7 and 8. 

 

 
Figure 7. Generic Exciter Model 
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Figure 8. Generic Prime-Mover Model 
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3. Voltage-Load Dynamics: Control 

3.1 Introduction 
Once the voltage recovery phenomena are modeled and studied the topic of 

mitigation of such phenomena is addressed. Installation and operation of dynamic VAr 
devices provides the means of locally controlling the voltage in real time, during 
transients, and thus alleviating or even eliminating such problems. The focus of this part 
of the report is the optimal operation of installed VAr resources for speeding up the 
transient voltage recovery and minimizing the impact of these transients.  

The overall problem is stated as follows: Assume a power system with static and 
dynamic loads, generating units with specific VAr control capabilities and other VAr 
control devices that is subject to a wide variety of exogenous disturbances. For a specific 
disturbance the protective system will respond and will take the system through specific 
switching operations. During this period the system will experience transients that may 
include voltage recovery transients and possible voltage instability. For this sequence of 
events, the needed control for the dynamic VAr sources is determined to ensure that the 
system will not experience any voltage instabilities (operational problem). 

This project briefly addresses this topic on a theoretical basis. The problem is 
formulated as an optimal control problem that determines the minimum control effort that 
provides the desired system behavior, based on specific operational criteria. Such criteria 
are associated with the rate of recovery and the minimum time to recovery. Direct 
transcription methods are used to create a discrete numerical approximation of the 
continuous optimal control problem, using an implicit Runge-Kutta discretization 
scheme. The mathematical problem formulation is presented considering a power system 
quasi-steady state dynamic model, operational path constraints and specific objective 
functions. The end result provides an insight of the optimal operation and control of 
reactive support resources, under such transient phenomena. 

3.2 Problem Description 
A typical simulation scenario can be described as follows. Assume an electric 

power system operating under normal steady state conditions. The system is subject to a 
wide variety of exogenous disturbances, like e.g. short circuits. When such a disturbance 
takes place the system moves from its normal operating state, to the faulted state. For a 
specific disturbance the protective system will respond and will take the system through 
specific switching operations, moving it from the faulted state to the post fault state. 
During this period the system will experience transients that may include voltage 
recovery transients and possible voltage instability. For this sequence of events, the 
needed control, via specific controlling devices, needs to be determined to ensure that the 
system will not experience any instability and will promptly return to acceptable 
operating conditions. 

More specifically a typical scenario consists of the following phases: 

1) Pre-fault phase: The system is operating at steady state condition. 
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2) During-fault phase: When a fault (or a disturbance in general) takes place the 
system enters a transient operating condition. Typically the during-fault phase is 
characterized by severely abnormal operating conditions, like e.g. very low voltage levels 
or significant frequency excursions. 

3) Post-fault phase: This is the most important and interesting phase of the analysis. 
The fault is cleared by the protective system (or in general the disturbance is removed). 
This is in general associated with a change in the system configuration, which may now 
move to a new acceptable or unacceptable steady state or even become unstable, based on 
the control action applied to the system. The final operating condition at the end of the 
fault period is the initial conditions of the post fault system. 

Voltage recovery following short circuits in electric power systems is one such 
phenomenon.  Short circuits of various types (three-phase, two-phase, two-phase to 
ground, single phase to ground) are common events in electric transmission or 
distribution systems. Such faults can cause significant voltage dips in their vicinity. They 
are usually cleared by the operation of protective circuit breakers and possibly the 
isolation of the fault location from the rest of the system (e.g. removal of faulted line). 
However, voltage built-up after such a fault may be slow and even exhibit a strong 
oscillatory behavior, depending on the dynamic characteristics of the system, and in 
particular synchronous generating units and dynamic loads, like e.g. motor loads. Such 
slow voltage recovery can result in system-wide problems, like voltage instability and 
voltage collapse or local problems in particular weak system areas. That is, the system as 
a whole may recover and appear to reach an acceptable new steady state, however, 
specific load areas of the system may continue experiencing unacceptable operating 
conditions. This might result from the fact that slow voltage recovery may have other 
secondary effects and result in undesired protective relay operation like tripping of 
sensitive loads. 

Voltage behavior in a power system is mainly controlled via the synchronous 
generating units, or via reactive support devices (VAr devices) like switched capacitors 
deployed throughout the system. However, generators cannot provide local support, while 
capacitors have to be switched on and off mechanically and thus cannot provide 
continuous and fast, real time response. They are, thus, mainly used for controlling the 
voltage based on steady state criteria, rather than during transients. They are also passive 
elements, and their control ability depends on the system voltage at their locations. 
Therefore, during faults that result in significant voltage dips their response might not be 
considerable. 

Therefore, dynamic VAr sources, in the form of FACTS devices, are the only 
practical way of locally controlling the voltage. Such devices use power electronic 
technology to control the reactive power they inject into the system. This allows fast 
response times and thus practically real time control of the system, in the form of 
continuous, rather than discrete control action. 

3.3 Mathematical Problem Formulation 

An electric power system can be modeled as a set of nonlinear differential-algebraic 
equations (DAEs) of the general form: 
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where 

)(tx  are the dynamical system states; 

)(ty  are the algebraic states; 

)(tu  are the system control variables; 

p     is the system parameter vector; 

f     is the vector function of the dynamic system equations; 

g     is the vector function of the algebraic system equations. 

The number of dynamical states is nx, of algebraic states ny, and of control variables 
nu. The number of differential equations is nf and of algebraic equations ng. For 
implementation purposes it is convenient, and possible for most of the power system 
applications, to convert the function f to a set of linear equations and move all the 
nonlinearities to the algebraic equations, g. Furthermore, g is assumed to be a set of at 
most quadratic equations. This can be, in general, achieved by introducing some 
additional algebraic state variables to quadratize the model, without any approximations, 
as also explained earlier in the report. Functions f and g, in general, also contain 
switching functions representing elements that are switched on an off or change their 
operating mode, or modifications in the system configuration during different stages of 
the analysis and during the various scenarios under study. Changes in f and g define 
different phases of the problem, so within a single phase the system dynamics are 
considered unmodified. 

 The control vector can contain any available control of interest, like e.g. generator 
controls, load controls (if available) both continuous and discrete. In our case, as 
described in the previous section, the control variables are the desired reactive power 
injections from existing dynamic VAr sources of interest. This is a continuous control, in 
the form of a trajectory of reactive power injection during the during-fault and post-fault 
phases of the analysis. During the pre-fault phase the control input is some specific 
reference value that keeps the system operating under the desired steady state conditions. 

 The problem is to define the optimal (minimum effort) control trajectory for 
dynamic VAr source injections that satisfies specific recovery criteria, associated with the 
rate of recovery. The approach presented in [30]-[31] is followed. Specifically, the 
control functions )(tu  are to be chosen to minimize the objective function 

[ ]FFF ttytxJ ),(),(ϕ=        (3.2) 

subject to the state equations (3.1) and the boundary conditions 

[ ] 0,),(),( =FFF tptytxψ       (3.3) 
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where the initial conditions II xtx =)( and II yty =)(  are given at the fixed initial 
time It  and the final time Ft  is free. The modified objective function of the problem is 
defined as 

[ ] [ ]{ }∫ −+−+=
F

I

F

t

t

TT
t

T dtftxtgtvJ )()()(ˆ &λμψϕ .   (3.4) 

Vector v  is the vector of Lagrange multipliers for the discrete constraints, while 
vectors )(tλ  and )(tμ  are the multipliers for the continuous constraints, referred to as 
adjoint or costate variables. The necessary conditions for a constraint optimum are 
obtained by setting the first variation 0ˆ =Jδ . The system Hamiltonian is defined as, 
assuming that the differential-algebraic equation (DAE) system (3.1) is of index one. 

gfH TT μλ +=        (3.5) 

and the auxiliary function 

ψϕ Tv+=Φ         (3.6) 

The resulting necessary conditions are: 
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uH=0 ,                           (control equations)    (3.8) 
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 (transversality conditions)   (3.9) 

Equations (3.1), (3.5) and (3.8) comprise a DAE system with boundary conditions 
at both It  and Ft  provided by (3.3) and (3.9). Altogether they form a two-point boundary 
value problem. 

 Furthermore, additional equality or inequality path constraints can be imposed, 
within each phase, of the general form 

( ) ul htptutytxhh ≤≤ ,),(),(),( ,      (3.10) 

as well as simple bounds on the state and control variables, representing, e.g., upper and 
lower limits of specific device outputs. 
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3.4 Solution Methodology 

Direct transcription is used to convert the infinite dimensional, continuous time, 
optimal control problem to an approximate, finite dimensional, discrete, nonlinear 
programming (NLP) problem. Assume a single phase of the problem, like e.g. the post 
fault phase. The phase duration is divided into M  intervals. 

FMI ttttt =<<<= ...10  

The number of grid points is 1+= MN . The values of the state and control 
variables are treated as a set of NLP variables. The differential equations are replaced by 
a finite set of discretized equations, at each grid point, based on some numerical 
integration scheme. For the trapezoidal scheme the NLP variables are 

[ ]T
M

T
M

T
M

TTTT uyxuyxX ...111= , 

and the discretization equations are 
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where the subscripts k and k-1 denote the values at the current time kt  and the previous 
time htt kk −=−1  respectively, and kh  is the discretization step at grid point k. Usually 
the step is constant, however, this notation also accommodates the case where the step is 
variable. The stepsize can be defined as: 

ttth kIFkk Δ=−= ττ )(        (3.14) 

with 10 << kt . 

Therefore, )( kk txx = , )( kk tyy = , )( kk tuu = , ),,,,( kkkkk tpuyxff = , and 
similarly at k-1. For the Hermite-Simpson discretization (also referred to as quadratic 
integration scheme for conciseness) the NLP variables are 
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The subscript m  denotes the midpoint of the segment with endpoints 1−k  and k . All the 
algebraic equations are enforced at the grid points and appended to the algebraized 
differential equations. This means that the following equations, (3.17) and (3.18), are 
appended for the trapezoidal and quadratic discretization schemes respectively, as derived 
from (3.1), (3.10) and (3.11). 
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      (3.18) 

Inequality constraints are treated by the introduction of slack variables that convert them 
to equality constraints. 

Therefore, the resulting equality constraint NLP problem is to chose the decision 
variables X , as defined earlier, to minimize the objective function 

),()( MM yxXF φ= ,       (3.19) 

as derived from (3.2), subject to the constraints 

0)( =Xc ,        (3.20) 

which in this case are defined by equations (3.13) and (3.17) or (3.16) and (3.18) for 
1=k  to 1−= NM , depending on the discretization scheme. It is assumed that the 

provided initial condition, referring to the first grid point (at 0t ) are consistent with all the 
algebraic constraints. 
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The form of (3.19), though it appears simplistic and restrictive, is quite general and 
can also accommodate objective functions or constraints defined via quadrature forms. 
This can be done by introducing additional dynamical states and casting the optimization 
problem in Mayer form [3.11]. So, for example, for an objective function defined as 

( )∫=
F

I

t

t

dttptutytxwJ ,),(),(),(       (3.21) 

an additional dynamic state variable, )(tζ , can be introduced along with the differential 
equation 

( )tptutytxw ,),(),(),(=ζ&       (3.22) 

and the initial condition 0)( =Itζ . 

In this case, the objective function simply becomes 

),()( MMF yxtJ φζ == .      (3.23) 

The Lagrangian of the NLP is given by 
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The necessary conditions for this problem are 
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,       (3.25) 

The solution of the defined NLP problem is obtained via Newton’s method. 

The solution provides the control signals for the system to mitigate the voltage recovery 
transients. The method will be demonstrated with examples in the next section. 
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4. Numerical Examples 

4.1 Test System Definition 
Two test systems have been utilized to demonstrate the methodology the dynamic 

simulation of voltage recovery and mitigation of voltage transients. The first system is a 
small transmission system with little representation of distribution parts that operates 
under near-balanced conditions and presents very little asymmetry. The second system is 
an extension of the first to include a more detailed modeling of distribution feeders 
connected to the bulk power system. The distribution parts are asymmetric and operate 
under unbalanced conditions. The two test systems are described next. 

4.1.1 Test System 1 – Transmission System 
The first test system is illustrated in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Single-Line Diagram of Test System 1 
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The system consists of two generating units and a third generator (acting as slack unit in 
steady state) representing the equivalent external network, where the system is connected 
to, via a transmission line. There are two generating substations (buses 1 and 2), equipped 
with step-up transformers, two transmission substations (buses 3 and 4), two distribution 
substations (buses 5 and 6), with step down transformers, seven transmission lines and 
two distribution lines in the system. Loads are connected to the system at the ends of the 
distribution lines via transformers. Portion of the load is represented as constant 
impedance load and another portion as induction motor loads. Motor 1 has a fan-type 
mechanical loading, while motor 2 drives a constant torque mechanical load. The 
generating units operate at 12 kV. The transmission system operates at 115 kV. The small 
distribution feeders operate at 25 kV and 13.8 kV. The system data for all the system 
components are presented in Figures 10 through 21. 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Generating Unit Data 
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Figure 7 Transmission Line Data 
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Figure 8. Transmission Line Data 

 
Figure 9. Distribution Line Data 
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Figure 10. Generating Unit Substation Configuration (Unit 1) 
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Figure 11. Distribution Substation Configuration  
(a) Bus 3, (b) Bus 5 
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Figure 12. Step-up, Three-Phase Transformer Data 

 
Figure 13. Step-down, Three-Phase Transformer Data 

 

 
Figure 14. Three-Phase Distribution Transformer Data 
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Figure 15. Load Data 
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Figure 16. Three-Phase Induction Motor Data 
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Figure 17. Motor Protection Scheme 
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4.1.2 Test System 2 – Distribution System 
The second test system is an extension of the test system 1 with more detailed 

representation of the distribution system and additional dynamic loads three and single 
phase. The test system 2 is illustrated in Figure 22. 
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Figure 18. Single-Line Diagram of Test System 2 

The system is an extension of the first test system with additional distribution feeders. 
More specifically, two radial feeders are connected to buses 5 and 6. The first feeder 
comprises an underground cable distribution system, while the second feeder combines 
both aerial and underground distribution. Both feeders include single-phase loads that 
impose significant system imbalances. Two additional three-phase induction motors are 
included in the first feeder and a single-phase motor is included in the second one. 
Typical feeder data are presented in Figures 23 through 28. For space efficiency not all 
devices are presented, but only one representative device of each type. 
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Figure 19. Underground Cable Model 
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Figure 20. Mutually Coupled Distribution Line 
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Figure 21. Single-Phase Pole Transformer with Center-tapped Secondary 
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Figure 22. Secondary Bus Load 
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Figure 23. Single-Phase Induction Motor 
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Figure 24. Additional Three-Phase Induction Motor Data 
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4.2 Simulation of Voltage Recovery 
Results with the proposed methodology applied to the two test systems are 

presented in this section. 

4.2.1 Test System 1 – Transmission System 
The steady-state operating conditions of the two induction motors are shown in 

Figures 29 and 30. The system operates under steady state conditions when a three phase 
fault occurs on the transmission line between buses 3 and 4, very close to bus 4. The fault 
is cleared by the protection system after 200 ms (12 cycles) by opening the two circuit 
breakers at the two ends of the line and removing the faulted line. The system response 
during the pre-fault, fault and post-fault periods, for a total time of two seconds is shown 
in Figures 31 through 34. Figure 31 shows the response of each generating unit in terms 
of frequency, angle and power output. Figure 32 illustrates the behavior of the induction 
motor loads in terms of terminal voltage, speed, current and absorbed power. The 
important issue in the system behavior is the slow voltage recovery at the terminals of the 
second induction motor. While the system, as a whole, remains stable and the voltage 
recovers quickly at the terminals of the first motor, the voltage in fact never recovers to 
an acceptable value at the terminals of the second motor and this leads to the motor 
slowdown and eventually stalling. The transmission system response is illustrated in 
Figure 33 in terms of bus voltages and line currents for all the transmission buses and 
lines. Figure 33 illustrates the fact that the currents on the lines SLACK-BUS03, BUS01-
BUS03, and BUS02-BUS03 remain much higher than the steady-state loading values for 
the whole transient period, even after the fault is cleared. In particular, the loading of all 
the system lines at steady-state ranges from 20 up to 60 Amps. The currents of the three 
lines mentioned above are 31, 14 and 22 Amps respectively. During the transient phase 
these currents reach values up to 567, 507, and 230 Amps respectively, i.e. 10 to 35 times 
their steady-state value. Such high values, above 300 Amps may last for 50 to 100 ms and 
can possibly trigger overcurrent relay settings for line protection. 

When a motor protection scheme is applied to the motors, that disconnects the 
motor when the terminal voltage drops below 0.80 pu for more than 25 cycles of the 
fundamental, the second motor is disconnected from the at about 0.2 seconds after the 
fault is cleared and the rest of the system recovers again to an acceptable operating state, 
as illustrated in Figure 34. Notice that in this case the voltage at the bus where motor 2 is 
connected recovers to a value close to 0.9 p.u. This means that disconnection of the motor 
has a beneficial effect of the rest of the loads connected to the same bus. 

Finally, Figures 35 through Figures 36 show the impedance trajectory as seen by 
one of the two impedance relays protecting each transmission line of the system. The 
relay settings are also shown in the figures. Notice that except for the relay at the BUS03-
side of the faulted line, which trips, the relays of the lines connecting the equivalent rest 
of the system (slack bus) and generating unit one also trigger the second protection zone, 
but do not trip eventually. However, this depends significantly on the delay settings of 
each relay and the situation could have been different if the settings where different. 
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Figure 25. Steady-State Analysis Results for Induction Motor 1 

 

 
Figure 26. Steady-State Analysis Results for Induction Motor 2 
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Figure 27. Generating Unit Response after a Three-Phase Fault 
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Figure 28. Induction Motor Response after a Three-Phase Fault 
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Figure 29. Transmission System Response after a Three-Phase Fault 
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Figure 30. Induction Motor Response after a Three-Phase Fault with Motor 

Disconnection 
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Figure 31. Impedance Trajectory and Relay Settings of BUS03-side Relay of Line 

BUS03-BUS04 (faulted line) 

 
Figure 32. Impedance Trajectory and Relay Settings of SLACK-side Relay of Line 

SLACK-BUS04 
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Figure 33. Impedance Trajectory and Relay Settings of BUS01-side Relay of Line 

BUS01-BUS04 
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Figure 34. Impedance Trajectory and Relay Settings of BUS02-side Relay of Line 

BUS02-BUS03 

 
Figure 35. Impedance Trajectory and Relay Settings of BUS04-side Relay of Line 

BUS04-BUS05 
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Figure 36. Impedance Trajectory and Relay Settings of BUS04-side Relay of Line 

BUS04-BUS06 
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4.2.2 Test System 2 – Distribution System 
The steady-state operating conditions of the five induction motors are shown in 

Figures 41 through 50.  

The system operates under steady state conditions when a three phase fault occurs 
on the transmission line between buses 3 and 4, very close to bus 4. The fault is cleared 
by the protection system after 200 ms (12 cycles) by opening the two circuit breakers at 
the two ends of the line and removing the faulted line. The system response during the 
pre-fault, fault and post-fault periods, for a total time of one second is shown in Figures 
46 through 50.  

Figure 46 shows the response of each generating unit in terms of frequency, angle 
and power output. Figure 47 illustrates the behavior of the induction motor loads in terms 
of terminal voltage, speed, current and absorbed power. The important issue in the system 
behavior is the slow voltage recovery at the terminals of the second induction motor. 
While the system, as a whole, remains stable and the voltage recovers quickly at the 
terminals of motors MCC-P3, PAD-4, and BUS08-M, the voltage in fact never recovers 
to an acceptable value at the terminals of the motors BUS07-M and MCC-P2 and this 
leads to the motors’ slowdown and eventually stalling. When a motor protection scheme 
is applied to the motors, that disconnects the motor when the terminal voltage drops 
below 0.80 pu for more than 25 and 30 cycles of the fundamental for the two stalling 
motors respectively, motors BUS07-M and MCC-P2 get disconnected from the network 
at about 0.6 and 0.8 seconds after the fault is cleared and the rest of the system recovers 
again to an acceptable operating state with voltages way above 0.8 p.u., as illustrated in 
Figure 47. Finally, Figures 48 through 50 illustrate the imbalances that exist among the 
three system phases, due to the system asymmetries and the existence of single-phase 
loads. Notice there is a significant voltage imbalance on phase B, compared to the other 
two phases, at the induction motor voltage, while there is significant imbalance of phase 
A at the feeder currents.  

The behavior of the single-phase induction motor is similar to the one of the three-
phase motors, however, since this motor is smaller and has smaller inertia constant is 
decelerates faster, reaching a much slower speed, but it also accelerates much faster when 
the fault is cleared and thus does not significantly affect the recovery process. 
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Figure 37. Steady-State Analysis Results for Induction Motor BUS08-M 

 

 
Figure 38. Steady-State Analysis Results for Induction Motor BUS07-M 

  

 
Figure 39. Steady-State Analysis Results for Induction Motor MCC-P2 
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Figure 40. Steady-State Analysis Results for Induction Motor MCC-P3 

  

 
Figure 41. Steady-State Analysis Results for Induction Motor PAD-4 
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Figure 42. Generating Unit Response after a Three-Phase Fault 
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Figure 43. Induction Motor Response after a Three-Phase Fault 
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Figure 44. Terminal Voltages of Induction Motors at All Three Phases 
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Figure 45. Current Absorption of Induction Motors at All Three Phases 
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Figure 46. Current Absorption of Feeder Sections at All Three Phases 
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4.3 Summary  
The simulation results clearly illustrate that voltage instabilities during recovery 

from disturbances can cause excessive current flow that may affect the operation of 
overcurrent relays as well as the impedance seen by distance relays. Distance relays are 
especially vulnerable since these phenomena exhibit simultaneously low voltage and high 
current creating the possibility of load encroachment. 

The results presented in this section are preliminary. It is clear that they are 
dependent upon the specific parameters of the circuits involved and the type and 
magnitude of dynamic loads. Therefore it is difficult to develop general guidelines for 
predicting the level and impact of these phenomena. For this reason it is suggested that 
the proper way to apply the proposed methodology is to study specific systems that are 
heavily loaded with motor type loads.   
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